Newport Kutaisi Twinning Association
Caroline McLachlan and I Visited Georgia in June 2012
This is a Report on the Visit
Derek Butler
When I was awarded an Honorary Professorship by Kutaisi’s Akaki Tsereteli State University
it came with an obligation to teach there once in a while. Caroline Mc Lachlan, also an
Honorary Professor, has taught at ATSU so often she probably has her own tea mug in the
staff room. Although I have made frequent visits to the University I haven’t undertaken
teaching duties there. Fearing being struck off the academic staff for unauthorised absence,
I decided to accompany Caroline this year. Visiting ATSU and Kutaisi is always a great
pleasure and, in addition, Sonia Fisher and other members of the Newport Kutaisi Twinning
Association agreed that opportunities existed for the further strengthening of links between
Newport and Kutaisi. Consequently, Caroline and I arranged with our Georgian friends to
visit Georgia between 1st and 11th June 2012.
Friday 1st June
We arrived at Tbilisi Airport at midnight and were met by Nick Okreshidze and his brother
Victor. I first met Nick when he was studying for an MA in Electrical Technology
Management at the University of Wales Newport (UWN) between 1997 and1999 and we‘ve
been friends ever since. Presently he is Energy Projects Manager for the US Agency for
International Development. Nick and Victor welcomed us to Georgia and drove us to the
Marriott Hotel on Rustaveli Avenue, a comfortable hotel where Caroline and I had arranged
to stay for the following three nights.
Saturday 2nd June
Nick met us the following morning and showed us some of the recent developments in
Tbilisi, including David Agmashenebeli Street, a mile long shopping street lined with fine old
buildings that have been cleaned and renovated. We stopped for lunch in one of the many
attractive restaurants in the old quarter.

In the evening we were taken to the home of Nick’s parents Tsitsino and Vahktang
Okreshidze where, over a splendid meal, we chatted with our hosts and other members of
Nick’s family; Victor, his wife Tamriko and their two young sons. We also met family friends
Medea Amiranashvili and her daughter Marina, two of Georgia’s most honoured
opera stars. Marina treated us to some superb singing and at the end of the evening
Caroline and I were invited to visit Medea and Marina’s apartment. It was full of paintings,
books, records, photographs of Medea and Marina in their operatic roles and grouped with
admirers from Yma Sumac to Nikita Khrushchev. I was particularly impressed by a painting
by the great Mexican artist Diego Rivera which he gave Medea as a token of appreciation.

Sunday 3rd June
Nick had planned this day with care. Neither Caroline nor I know Eastern Georgia and he
took us on a tour of the Kakheti region which included wine tasting and lunch at the
Schuchmann Wines Chateau in Telavi, possibly Georgia’s finest vineyard.. We sat
overlooking idyllic countryside backed by the majestic Caucasus Mountains while drinking
top quality wines accompanied by dish after dish of outstanding Georgian cuisine.
Surprisingly, the manager spoke English with a Geordie accent after spending several years
studying in Newcastle.

We then visited the ancient walled town of Signaghi where Nick took us to one of his
favourite restaurants situated on a cliff edge overlooking the vast 50 mile wide Alazani Plain.
Temperatures during our first few days were in the 30s and we ordered cool drinks while a
group of musicians serenaded us with cheerful folk music.

Nick and his family are extremely generous and kind hosts. They couldn’t have made our
first two days in Georgia more enjoyable.
Monday 4th June
After booking out of the Marriott we were met by another close friend, Madona Tkeshalashvili
(Madona T) and we were delighted to hear that she was accompanying us to Kutaisi. She
told us that our car, belonging to ATSU and driven by one of the University’s drivers, was one
of the cars driven to Georgia by Tim Hartley and his friends when they travelled to Baku to
support the Welsh football team several years ago and which they donated to the KNIA.
We made two stops, one at Mtskheta Cathedral and, in contrast, a gleaming new service
station in Gori which rivals any in the UK.

In Kutaisi we were met by a wonderful welcoming party led by Professor Madonna
Megreishvili and after hugs all round we just had time for a quick change of clothes in our
newly renovated and re-opened hotel in the city centre. Intriguingly, the hotel’s original
English name `Empire` can be seen over the door.

That evening we were magnificently hosted by Ana Chankvetadze, who has only recently
completed her studies at UWN and now teaches at ATSU and her parents Tamaz and
Masriami. Also present were Ana’s sister Pati and family friends Kate Kakushadze, Head of
English teaching at Primary School No 9 and Badri Pochkhua, father of Katie and Vika who
have both now made their homes in Newport. During the evening we caught up with Ana’s
news and chatted with their parents, Pati and Kate. We also enjoyed meeting Badri and
talking about his daughters and their families in Newport. We look forward to meeting Ana
again when she collects her MA certificate at the UWN Awards Ceremony in September.

Tuesday 5th June
Caroline and I, together with Professor Madonna Megrelishvili, were welcomed to ATSU by
the Rector Professor Giorgi Gavtadze and the Head of International Affairs David
Gegechkori. Both the Rector and David are old friends and the meeting was pleasantly
informal. After handing the Rector a letter of greetings from the UWN’s Pro Vice Chancellor
we discussed the distinguished careers of the many students from ATSU who have studied
at UWN since 1991. Caroline and I then talked about the possibility of initiating a two way
student exchange in which Newport students could base part of their courses at the State
University. The Rector welcomed the suggestion and looked forward to discussing its
implementation with his colleagues at both ATSU and UWN. He agreed with our suggestion
that ATSU staff and students prepare DVDs or booklets informing Newport students of the
opportunities available for study in Kutaisi and the facilities and assistance that would available to them. Professor Madonna added that such assistance would also be made available
by KNIA members. Caroline and I both feel the meeting was productive and look forward to
the outcome.
While at the University, Caroline and I conducted our first classes with English Language
students. Caroline continued with the structured course she, Shirley Egley and Lyn Foulston
have introduced to the University syllabus while in my class I used leaflets provided by
Newport’s Tourism Officer Lynne Richards as the basis for a discussion on tourist attractions
in Newport and Kutaisi. This developed into a wide ranging comparison of life and social
attitudes in the two cities. Both Caroline and I were pleased to find that the students talked
openly and enthusiastically and made their points in excellent English.
Later we walked to the nearby English Language Centre where we were met by numerous
KNIA members including our fellow university colleagues and stalwarts of the twinning Nino
Nijaradze, Maia Alavadze, Natia Zviadadze and Ziniko Chachnidze who, together, assume
much of the responsibility of the translating for visitors from Newport and who are amongst
our closest `megobrebi` in Georgia We discussed the aims of our visit and the ATSU

lecturers present offered to help us achieve our hope of a two way student exchange by
setting their students the task of preparing the information material we had discussed
earlier with the Rector.
While at the ELC we meet the youngsters who have won places on the youth exchange
scheme organised by Peter Landers, Director of Newport YMCA and Madonna Megrelishvili,
Chair of KNIA. They are due to visit Newport in August. are very excited at the prospect.
They asked many questions which Caroline and I did our best to answer - but when they
enquired about the British weather we could only advise them to keep their fingers crossed.
That evening we dined at the open-air `Restaurant on the Hill` with Nino Nijaradze and her
husband Guram and, surrounded by lamp-lit pine trees and birdsong, we had such an
interesting conversation about events in Britain and Georgia that we failed to notice that night
had fallen and all the other customers had left.
Wednesday 6th June
This morning we made our first ever visit to Kutaisi University, the city’s private university.
We were met by Rector Professor Lela Kelbakiani and although during our conversation it
was apparent that the Rector speaks good English we were delighted to find that her
`translator`, senior member of staff Rusidan Grileva, was another close friend who helped
establish the KNIA – NKTA link more than twenty years ago and who was a member of one
of the first delegations to visit Newport. We toured the University’s lecture rooms, library and
studios with Rusiko. In one studio we were introduced to a gathering of students who asked
us many questions about life in the UK and in another we interrupted rehearsals by the
University’s jazz group.

With temperatures still well over 30 degrees a leisurely visit to the ancient and scenic
Motsameta church with Ana and Madona T was a welcome interlude in a busy schedule.
We then returned to ATSU for our second teaching sessions. I used composite pictures of
Welsh life and landscape produced for Welsh schools by the National Assembly for Wales
and during the resulting discussions the students again demonstrated their impressive skills
in English.
In the early evening we were taken to a concert at the Meskhishvili Drama Theatre with Irina
Kobakhidze where we saw many familiar faces in the audience and exchanged hand-shakes
and greetings with friends sitting close-by.
After the concert we were hosted by our close friends Edward and Lyalya Kobeshavidze,
their daughter Tamriko and Tamriko’s husband Khaka. Edward and Tamriko provided us
with an unforgettable traditional supra accompanied by numerous toasts and delicious homemade `gvino`. Lyalya is held in huge respect by her University students and colleagues and
her contribution to the twinning is second only to Madonna’s. The evening was another of
the highlights of our visit.
Thursday 7th June
This morning we were warmly welcomed to City Hall by Council Leader Amiran

Khavadagiani accompanied by David Megrelishvili, back in Kutaisi after eight years in
Newport and who is now Head of International Affairs at City Hall. During our talks Mr
Khavadagiani stressed the importance to Kutaisi of its special relationship with Newport and
we replied that this view of the twinning was enthusiastically reciprocated in Newport. We
presented Mr Khavadagiani with letters from the Mayor of Newport and the Chair of the Newport Kutaisi Twinning Association and exchanged gifts.
As we left the City Hall, Konstantin (Kote) Charkhalashvili, Head of Tourism in Imereti and
another old friend met us and, with David and his young colleagues from the International
Department Shorena Khukhua and Melania Managadze, we set off to see Georgia’s nearly
completed Parliament Building.

Several years ago the Georgian government decide to move its parliament from Tbilisi to
Kutaisi. Inevitably this has led to some grumbling in the capital and much satisfaction in
Kutaisi. While the construction work continues, this striking building it is closed to the public
but we were permitted to enter the completed government office block nearby and were
impressed by its restrained lines and light-filled, well equipped work areas.

Next on the programme should have been a visit to Kote’s Tourism Office but Kote is a
brilliant pianist and after some persuasion he agreed to entertain us using the piano in the
nearby State Opera House. Kote phoned to arrange our entry and to our delight we were
met by Maka Jajanidze, yet another KNIA member and friend and the Opera House’s Public
Relations and Development Manager. After Kote had performed several swinging pieces
Maka launched into a fabulous vocal rendering of Gershwin nmbers. Even Kote was
unaware beforehand of Maka’s talents as a jazz singer. This half hour was typical of the
surprising experiences one comes across in Kutaisi.

After thanking Kote, Maka, David, Shorena and Melania for an extremely pleasant morning
we were taken to a newly opened private primary school entitled `Power of the Country`.
Head Teacher Manana Julakidze and her staff were waiting to greet us. The school is
housed in a handsome 19th century mansion which Manana is having renovated. We toured

the school and met the highly qualified staff and, while having tea, the young IT teacher surprised us by setting up a scarpe contact with his friend Vitali Donghvani, the student
presently living in Newport and studying at UWN. We were impressed by the
professionalism shown by everyone at the school and Caroline, a school governor in
Caerleon, offered to stay in touch and share expertise. Manana then invited us back to her
house where, in glorious countryside with the sun setting over a breathtaking view of forests
and mountains, we enjoyed yet another magnificent meal in the agreeable company of
Manana and her husband David.

Friday 8th June
This morning Caroline visited Primary School No 9 while Madonna and I attended an
interesting meeting at ATSU consisting of professional and student journalists. After being
introduced by Madonna I explained that although our two twinning associations had
established links between many groups and organisations in our cities we hoped similar contacts could be made between TV and newspaper journalists. I also mentioned that two
experienced journalists in Newport, Steve Hoselitz and Max Perkins, had offered to visit and
contribute to the journalism course at ATSU. This led to a long and lively discussion The
meeting ended with the students expressing their enthusiasm for a visit by Steve and Max
together with a request that it takes place as soon as possible. I replied that although the
journalists were keen they would need to fit such visit into their busy schedules and added
that a formal invitation to them from the University would now be desirable. I’m not sure if
the suggestion of an exchange of established journalists was resolved at the meeting but
Madonna later told me that this has raised much interest in relevant circles.
I then joined Caroline at an entertaining concert at Primary School No 9 where the children
presented a performance in English of `Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs`.
Interestingly, it came with an anti smoking message - presumably for the benefit of the
parents present. Caroline thanked the children and complimented the teachers for the high
standard of both the production and the children’s English. It’s a remarkable fact that the
majority of ATSU students who have come to study at the UWN received their grounding in
English at School No 9 and much of the responsibility for this goes to Kate Kakushadze, the
school’s Head of English whom we met at Ana’s on Monday evening.

After lunch at a nearby restaurant with the Head Teacher and staff we visited the TV Rioni
studios with Maia Alavadze for the customary television appearance.
While we waited for the interview to start Maia told us that she and her fellow lecturers feel
that the one drawback to visits such as ours is the requirement for them to act as translators
on television. However, Maia translated our English into no doubt elegant Georgian and the

interview went well. At the end the TV station’s Director General joined us to shake our
hands and remind us that he had visited Newport in the early 1990s. Happily, such
encounters happen with ever more frequency these days
Caroline and I then attended two different events.
Madonna M, Madona T and I joined a group which included Rezo Robkadze, where we
discussed progress on the formation of a Rotary Club in Kutaisi. Some time ago, Mike
Cullinane the Chair of Newport Uskmouth Rotary Club approached the Newport’s Twinning
Association to ask if there is a Rotary Club in Kutaisi with which his Club could make contact.
We learnt that there were two such Clubs in Tbilisi but none in Kutaisi and followed this up by
enquiring if there was any interest in forming a Rotary in the city. On being told there was,
Sonia, Rosemary, Madonna and I participated in a well attended meeting during our 2010
visit when Rezo offered to take the lead in making further enquiries. Since then little
progress seems to have been made. Rezo confirmed that it was still the wish of him and his
colleagues to establish a Rotary Club in Kutaisi and explained the difficulties he had
experienced including the disruption of contact with Rotary International’s Regional Director
General in Cairo. I confirmed that Mike is still willing to offer his full assistance to Rezo and
Madona T offered to act as a contact between Rezo and Mike and undertake all necessary
translation work. Madona has since informed me that she has translated the guidelines sent
by Mike and that Rezo has now contacted the new Regional Director General.

Caroline attended a meeting of an impressive women’s group chaired by Maka Khesuriani.
At the time its title was translated as The Women’s Regional Club for Development but I’m
told it may soon be re-translated as The Regional Club for the Promotion of Women’s Rights.
It was held in the City’s Art Gallery and I was invited to attend at the close of my meeting.
The members introduced themselves and explained the Club’s aims which include the
advancement of opportunities for women in Georgia and the improvement of the social
conditions in all areas of society. Two representatives of the Club including Maka (the
Mayor’s wife) and Nana Dogonadze will be visiting Newport in September when they will take
a particular interest in gender equality issues in the UK.

Our hosts that evening were David Magrelishvili’s parents Madlen and Karino and they
invited many friends, including Maka, to join us. It was a joyful occasion with a
magnificent array of Georgian dishes prepared by Madlen and her family. During the party
Giorgi Tevdoradze, the Mayor and Giga Shunania, the Deputy Governor of Imereti arrived
direct from Tbilisi and meetings with President Saakashvili.

Saturday 10th June
This was our last full day in Kutaisi and the morning was devoted to visits to the Beau Monde
and L&J Clinics. We were shown round Beau Monde by its director Dr Mamuka Melkadze
and at the L&J we were met by Dr Zaza Lominadze and his colleagues. I’m aware that the
term `our friends` is used liberally in this report but we are fortunate to have built up many
close friendships in Kutaisi over the past twenty years and that most definitely includes Drs
Mamuka and Zaza. As Mamuka showed us around the still under construction fifth floor of
Beau Monde it was apparent how much larger the clinic is when compared with ten years
ago. Both clinics are first class medical centres with the very latest equipment and facilities
and clearly meet the needs of the city.
While at L&J Caroline and I attended a meeting of the Georgian Doctors Club, formed by the
doctors following contact with their colleagues in Newport. Before the visit Dr Stephen
Hunter had asked me to give his Georgian friends his regards and pass on his hopes for the
further development of the `virtual` Newport Kutaisi Medical Association. However Zaza told
me that since then Drs Stephen Hunter and John Davies have informed him that they intend
to visit Kutaisi this autumn. If so, it’s excellent news.
That afternoon Caroline and I visited Kutaisi’s Central Music School, an entry in our
programme we had been looking forward to all week. We are honoured that the School
arranges a similar concert for all Newport visitors. The standard acheived by the School’s
students is always extraordinary. The items were performed by youngsters of all ages and,
as always, every one of them played and sang magnificently. We should note the name of
one young pianist, Giorgi Sajaia. His playing of Liszt was exceptional and one day we can
expect him to be performing in concert halls around the world. Caroline was equally
impressed and when she joined me in thanking the young performers at the end of the
concert she said “Giorgi, when I listened to you I held my breath. I was flying high above the
clouds” Our sincere thanks and congratulations go to the Head of School and all the teachers
- including Giorgi’s tutor Tsitsino Todua.
The Farewell Dinner, held in an atmospheric `Georgian` restaurant, was a very enjoyable
event and many of the people we met in Kutaisi and who have been mentioned in this report
were present. With all the chatting and laughter the noise level was at times deafening. Dish
after dish was piled before us and our glasses were constantly refilled in true Georgian
fashion. I soon lost track of the specific toasts being proposed by Zaza Lominadze, our
eloquent and entertaining `tamada`, but we must have progressed through the entire
catalogue of traditional Georgian toasts and drunk the health of anyone who has ever been
involved with the twinning. Naturally Madonna’s contribution was praised by every speaker.
My memory of much else about the evening is hazy but I remember I linking arms with Zaza
in a `vakhtanguri`, a toast requiring us to empty our glasses in one go.
Sunday 10th June

On Sunday morning Mamuka arrived to take us to Tbilisi and we were seen off by Madonna
and a large group of friends crowded around our hotel entrance waiting to give us farewell
hugs, kisses and messages for Association members back in Newport. Amongst all the

wonderful people present I was pleased to have a few words with Tamriko, Zaza’s wife, who
had been obliged to miss the previous evening’s Farewell Party. Then, after final waves, we
were away, Mamuka, Caroline, me - and Madona T who had been great company and a
helpful translator, guide and adviser during our week in Kutaisi. During our journey Mamuka
told us that he had cancelled the hotel we had booked for a few hours rest before catching
Monday’s flight as that night we would be staying with him, his wife Eka, his son Dato and
Eka’s sister Mata in their Tbilisi apartment. When we reached the Georgian capital we
called, briefly, on Madona’s brother Zauri where we left Madona (to see her again at the airport) and then were welcomed to their beautiful home by Mamuka, Eka, Mata and Dato.

That evening the six of us drove to an extremely elegant restaurant set in immaculate
gardens at Mtskheta where we were treated to a lovely meal as the sun set behind the
close-by ancient Cathedral. Mamuka and Eka have taken us to some fine Georgian
restaurants before and this is surely one of the very best.
But there was one last surprise. As I walked to the car at the end of the evening I heard
someone calling my name and out of the darkness came David (Megrelishvili) who had been
in the crowd bidding us farewell at the hotel that morning. He and a mini-van full of his mates
had just arrived in Tbilisi from Kutaisi. We were amazed to see each other again but could
only embrace quickly as there was no time for explanations.
Monday 11th June
Mamuka called us at around 3.00 and, together with Eka and Mata, took us to Tbilisi Airport,
collecting Madona en route. There, each one of them said their goodbyes. It was their final
act of kindness. Needless to say, Caroline and I slept for much of the flight home .

